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Directorate of Industrial Training, Haryana, Chandigarh
inder-1

All Assistant Apprenticeship Advisorslprincipals of Govt. lTl Jind, Bh
Narnaul, Nuh, Panipat, Bhodia Khera, Kaithal, Faridabad, panchkula.
City, Sonipat, Rewari, Gurgaon, Kurukshetra, Hisar, Rohtak, Karnal, y
Nagar, Jhajjar at Gudha, Palwal and Sirsa.
Memo No. : T/App/Promotion Scheme l2o16t

bject:

2-q\

Date:

t,

bala

3-tt-

lmplementation of Apprentices Act 1961-uploading of apprentices
portal.

Please refer to this office letter no. T/App/Promotion Scheme t2o16l2g2 d
1i4.2016 on the subject cited above.

As you are already intimated that the online registration of establishment and
ices is mandatory on Apprenticeship portar and complete data of
tices
aged is to be uploaded on this portal. New apprentices as well as the apprentices a
aged and undergoing training at present, are also to be registered on this
mmediately, for obtaining the financial benefits available under NAps.
In view of this, Gol has directed to enter the legacy data of the establish
ts,
ngaged apprentices and ensure the completion of entry of legacy data immediately. L acy
ta includes the details of apprentices undergoing training, apprentices completed t nrng
yet to appear in AITT for apprenticeship. For appearing in AITT scheduled to
held
y, the complete data of apprentices must be uploaded on online portal, so
to
ate hall tickets.
Since most of the AAAs have not uploaded the complete legacy data
the
, so the Govt. of India have to postponed the AITT for the apprentices for few
s. lt

therefore, necessary to complete the uploading of apprentices data on the
mediately so that the apprentices can appear in the AITT apprentice exam. Any
pprentice if not uploaded on portal will not be allowed to appear in the examination
responsibility will lie upon the concerned AAA
You are therefore directed:

1. To ensure that

2.

1000/o legacy data is uploaded on portal before 11-11
positively.
Ensure that all the already registered establishments are also registered on
with detail of seats located, before 11-11-2A16.

3. Action taken report on the above points must be sent to

undersigne

11.11.2A16latest by 4 P.M through e-mail
It must be treated as most urgent/ date bound.

For

State Apprenticeship Advi
Directorate of lndustrial Traini
Haryana, Chandigarh
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SAA/DlT*for information please.
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